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The Background of the current paper
• 1. Part of the Key Project of Na6onal Social Science
Founda6on
“Research on the Syntac6c Development of Chinese EFL Learners
Based on Dependency Treebank” (2017-2022)

• 2. We have collected about 1200 composi6ons, 150
thousand words, ranging from grade 4 in primary
schools (11 years old) to colleges (11 grades).

Important Concepts

Dependency Relation

In the syntactic analysis framework of dependency syntax,
sentence structure is analyzed using the dependency relations
between words in a sentence (Tesnière, 1959; Hudson, 2007, 2010;
Nivre, 2006; Liu, 2009). A dependency relation has three core
properties: binary, asymmetry, and labeledness.

Dependency Distance
Dependency distance refers to the linear distance between two linguis6c
units having a syntac6c rela6onship within a sentence (Heringer et al.,
1980; Hudson, 1995).

Dependency Distance
Dependency distance refers to the linear distance between two linguis6c
units having a syntac6c rela6onship within a sentence (Heringer et al.,
1980; Hudson, 1995).

Mean Dependency Distance (MDD)
The mean dependency distance (MDD) of a sentence:

The mean dependency distance (MDD) of a treebank:

Dependency Distance Minimization (DDM)
• The linear distance between two words with syntac6c
rela6onship is restrained by human working memory.
• The results of corpus-based research and psychological
experiments have indicated that human languages have a
tendency towards dependency distance minimiza6on
(DDM).
• Dependency distance minimiza6on is found as a universal
quan6ta6ve property of more than 30 human languages
(Liu, 2008, Futrell et al. 2015).

Introduc'on

• The materials of previous studies on DDM are all
from na6ve speakers’ ﬁrst language, but there is no
such study on second language learners’ language
system.
• Second language learners’ language system,
deﬁned as “interlanguage”, is a structurally
intermediate status between the na6ve and target
languages (Selinker 1972).
• Along with the improvement of their second
language proﬁciency, learners’ language system
gradually develops towards na6ve speakers’
language.
• Does second language learners’ language system
also develop under the universal pressure of DDM?

To ﬁgure out how second language learners obey the principle of
dependency distance minimiza6on during the process of second
language acquisi6on, we inves6gated the development of MDDs
in Chinese EFL (English as a Foreign Language) learners’ English
wri6ngs at diﬀerent learning phases to answer the ﬁrst two
speciﬁc research ques6ons:
• Research Ques'on 1. How does the mean dependency
distance (MDD) in the English composi6ons wrihen by Chinese
EFL learners develop across nine grades?
• Research Ques'on 2. Does Chinese EFL learners develop their
English proﬁciency under the pressure of dependency distance
minimiza6on?

• Dependency distance can reﬂect the comprehension
diﬃculty of syntac6c structure (Liu 2008). Dependency
distance minimiza6on is considered as resul6ng from
human cogni6ve mechanism (Liu 2008, Lu et al. 2016) and
the eﬀect of ‘the principle of least eﬀort’ on syntac6c
structure (Zipf 1949). The distribu6on of dependency
distances presents certain regularity.
• Our previous study (Ouyang & Jiang 2017) found that the
probability distribu6on of the dependency distance of
second language learners’ interlanguage can well ﬁt the
Zipf-Alekseev distribu6on and the parameters a and b in
the Zipf-Alekseev distribu6on well reﬂect second language
learners’ language proﬁciency at diﬀerent learning stages.

• To conﬁrm that the previous ﬁndings (Ouyang & Jiang 2017)
are not sta6s6cal artefacts and to further demonstrate the
DDM of interlanguage in the process of second language
acquisi6on (SLA) from the probability of dependency
distances, we constructed two random languages (RL1, RL2)
using the composi6ons at diﬀerent learning stages and
ﬁhed their probability of dependency distances to diﬀerent
exponen6al distribu6on and power law distribu6on models,
including the Zipf-Alekseev distribu6on.
• Research Ques'on 3. Does the probability distribu6on of
dependency distance of random languages of second
language learners’ wri6ngs well ﬁt the Zipf-Alekseev
distribu6on? If the answer is yes, can the parameters in the
Zipf-Alekseev distribu6on well reﬂect second language
learners’ language proﬁciency at diﬀerent learning stages?

Methodology

Participants
Group

Number

Years of English Learning

J1 (ﬁrst grade of junior high school)

75

3-4

J2 (second grade of junior high school)

61

4-5

J3 (third grade of junior high school)

69

5-6

S1 (ﬁrst grade of senior high school)

78

6-7

S2 (second grade of senior high school)

74

7-8

S3 (third grade of senior high school)

79

8-9

U1 (ﬁrst grade of university)

40

9-10

U2 (second grade of university)

28

10-11

P1(First grade postgraduate of English major)

26

13-14

· First graders of junior school — First grade postgraduates of
English major
· 367 Chinese students from two high schools and one university in
Zhejiang Province

Materials
Self-built dependency treebank: 341 English composi6ons wrihen
par6cipants within the prescribed 6me limit in the class
Contras6ve dependency treebank: sub-corpora with about 6500
words of each corpus from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) Corpus
Group

Topic

Genre

Sampled composi'ons

Word count

J1

My Weekend

Narrative

60

6375

J2

My Weekend

Narrative

60

6375

J3

My Weekend

Narrative

44

6417

Narrative

44

6307

Narrative

39

6312

Narrative

41

6358

Narrative

25

6539

Narrative

28

6431

Narrative

26

7469

Narrative

341

58583

S1
S2
S3
U1
U2
P1
Total

A(n) Embarrassing/ Surprising/
Unforgettable Thing
A(n) Embarrassing/ /
Surprising/Unforgettable Thing
A(n) Embarrassing/ Surprising/
Unforgettable Thing
An Interesting/Annoying/
Embarrassing Story
An Interesting/Annoying/
Embarrassing Story
An Interesting/Annoying/
Embarrassing Story

Contents

Procedure
u Data Collection
u Automatic POS and Dependency Relation
Annotation
u Establishment of Syntactic Relation and Error
Tagging System
u Manual Tagging and Modification

Contents
Manual Syntactic Annotation and Modification
Word
Order

Word

POS

Word Order
of Governor

Governor

POS of
Governor

Dependency
Rela'on

Dependency
Distance

1

For

IN-case-E

5

think

VBP

prep

4

2

students

NN

1

For

IN

pobj

-1

3

,

,

5

think

VBP

punct

2

4

I

PRP

5

think

VBP

nsubj

1

5

think

VBP

5

think

VBP

root

0

6

we

PRP

7

are

VBP

nsubj

1

7

are

VBP

5

think

VBP

ccomp

-2

8

stressed

JJ

7

are

VBP

xcomp

-1

9

out

RP

8

stressed

JJ

compound:prt

-1

10

.

.

5

think

VBP

punct

-5

Modiﬁca6on:
1. Automa6c syntac6c annota6on inconsistent with our syntac6c
rela6on system
2. Wrong automa6c tagging
3. Lexical and gramma6cal errors

Construct Two Random Treebanks

In the ﬁrst random treebank (RL1), within each
sentence we select one word as the root, and
then for every other word we randomly select
another word in the same sentence as its
governor, disregarding syntax and meaning.

In the second random treebank (RL2), while
governors are assigned randomly, we make sure
that the resultant dependency tree (graph) is a
projec6ve and connected tree, i.e., no crossing
arcs are allowed in the graph.

Contents The Zipf-Alekseev Distribution

Results & Discussions

MDD at Diﬀerent Grades

Junior high school: The MDD of Chinese EFL learners’ English writings increases
signi/icantly (p=0.000) from J1 (1.841) to J2 (2.061), but stays stable (p=0.936>0.05)
from J2 (2.061) to J3 (2.064).
Senior high school: The MDD of Chinese EFL learner’ English writings /irst increases
signi/icantly (p=0.003) at S1 (2.188), then continues increasing insigni/icantly
(p=0.445>0.05) at S2, but experiences a signi/icant (p=0.022) decrease at S3 (2.125).
University: the MDD of their writings increases signi/icantly (p=0.000) at Pirst, but then
keeps steady (p=0.782>0.005).

MDD of Chinese postgraduates of English major & contras've sub-corpora

The results of independent T-test show that there exist signi/icant differences (t(12490)=-1.426,
p=0.002<0.05; t(12471)=-1.089, p=0.017<0.05; t(12223)=-3.047, p=0.000<0.01; t(12302)=-1.628,
p=0.000<0.01) between the dependency distances in English writings by Chinese
postgraduates of English major (2.461±2.614) and those in four contrastive sub-corpora: WSJ1
(2.532±3.056), WSJ2 (2.516±2.952), WSJ3 (2.625±3.296)and WSJ4 (2.545±3.097)
The MDD of high-level Chinese EFL learners (postgraduate of English major) hasn’t reached
the level of English native speakers.

MDD of interlanguage and random languages

The two random languages have much greater MDDs than natural
language (NL) of Chinese learners. Of the two random languages, RL2
has a smaller MDD than RL1.

The distribu'on of dependency distances of NL (Ouyang & Jiang, 2017)

The probability distribu6on of dependency
distance of second language learners’
interlanguage well ﬁts the Zipf-Alekseev
distribu6on and the parameters a and b in
the Zipf-Alekseev distribu6on well reﬂect
second language learners’ language
proﬁciency at diﬀerent learning stages.

The distribu'on of dependency distances of RL1

Thirteen distribu6on curves are
all concave down. But the
ﬁqng results of RL1 show that
the dependency distances of
thirteen groups of RL1 cannot
well ﬁt one same probability
distribu6on.

The distribu'on of dependency distances of RL2

The thirteen distribu6on curves of
RL2 are all concave down.
The ﬁqng results show that the
dependency distances of thirteen
groups of RL2 can ﬁt the following
probability distribu6ons: Right
truncated modiﬁed Zipf-Alekseev
(a, b; n=x-max, α ﬁxed), Nega6ve
binomial (k, p), Right truncated
nega6ve binomial (k, p; R=x-max),
Mixed nega6ve binomial (k, p1, p2,
α), Inverse Polya (a, k, p), Extended
posi6ve nega6ve binomial (k, p; α
ﬁxed), Mixed geometric (q1, q2, α),
and Mixed geometric-logarithmic
(q, β, α).

The varia'ons of parameters (a, b, α) of the Right truncated
modiﬁed Zipf-Alekseev ﬁ^ng the dependency distances of RL2

No correla'on between the parameter a and the grades (R2=0.350, p>0.05), no
correla6on between the parameter b and the grades (R2=0.119, p>0.05) and no
correla6on between the parameter α and the grades (R2=0.074, p>0.05).
Although the distribu6on of dependency distances of RL2 can well ﬁt the Right
truncated modiﬁed Zipf-Alekseev distribu6on, the parameters have no
correla6on with the grades.

Conclusions & implica'ons

• The MDD of Chinese EFL learners’ English wri6ngs increases
signiﬁcantly across nine grades.
• The MDD of high-level Chinese EFL learners (postgraduate of
English major) doesn’t reach the level of English na6ve speakers.
• The MDD of Chinese EFL learners’ English wri6ngs remain stable at
the university level. (fossiliza6on & limit of working memory load)
• The MDDs of learners’ interlanguage at diﬀerent learning phases
are signiﬁcantly lower than their corresponding random languages
(RL1 and RL2). This indicates that Chinese EFL learners develop
their English proﬁciency under the pressure of DDM.
• RL2 has a lower MDD than RL1, and natural language has a lower
MDD than RL2, which suggests that syntax also plays a key role in
minimizing the MDD of second language learners’ interlanguage
system.

• The distribu6on of dependency distances of RL1 of second
language learners’ wri6ngs cannot ﬁt any exponen6al
distribu6on or power law distribu6on models. However, the
distribu6on of dependency distances of RL2 and natural
language can well ﬁt the Zipf-Alekseev distribu6on. Projec6vity
is the background mechanism that causes this phenomenon.
• The parameters in the Zipf-Alekseev distribu6on of RL2 have
no correla6on with second language learners’ language
proﬁciency. This can be explained by syntax. Compared with
natural language, though RL2 is projec6ve as natural
languages, it doesn’t obey syntac6c rules.

• The current study corroborates that DDM is a language
universal not only present in the use of ﬁrst language, but also
in the use of second language. This helps clarify the
rela6onship between human cogni6on and second language.
There is also a threshold that the MDDs of second language
don’t exceed and it is within working memory capacity. Studies
on the dependency distances in rela6on to the cogni6ve
demands on human cogni6ve system will remain the research
focus for linguists or scholars in the ﬁeld of cogni6on and
psycholinguis6cs.

Thank You!

